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Introduction 

Bionano provides two type of Copy Number (CN) pipelines, a fractional CN pipeline and an integer CN pipeline. 

Released as part of Bionano Solve v3.4, the fractional CN pipeline is optimized for detecting events in genomes with 

multiple copy number (CN) state changes and events at lower allelic frequencies (AF)1. These events are frequently 

observed in samples that involve highly heterogeneous genomes such as cancer. The fractional CN pipeline is run 

by default for human DLE-1 datasets.  

The existing integer CN pipeline, which was released as part of Bionano Solve v3.2.1, is run for human Nt.BspQI 

and Nb.BssSI datasets. It is intended for homogenous genomes. 

For both pipelines, both human reference assemblies, hg19 and hg38, are supported. With user-provided data, the 

pipelines can also support additional reference and enzyme combinations. 

The CN analysis pipelines analyze an input molecule-to-reference alignment and infers local CN states across the 

genome. The R-based pipelines are integrated in the de novo assembly pipeline and Rare Variant Pipeline. The 

resulting output is compatible with and can be visualized in Bionano Access. 

Input 

The de novo assembly pipeline and Rare Variant Pipeline automatically generate and use the necessary input for 

the CN analysis for supported input datasets. A reference needs to be specified at the start of the pipelines. 

If a user chooses to uses custom control data, there is additional required input (for example, path to the control 

data). See Usage for more detail. For command-line usage, the minimum required input in the default mode includes 

the r.cmap and .xmap output from the molecule-to-reference alignment (alignmolvref) stage of the assembly and 

Rare Variant Pipeline, a name for the sample, and an output path for the results. 

Output 

As part of the standard pipeline output, the results from the CN pipeline are stored in alignmolvref/copynumber/. 

There are five expected output files in the directory. In Bionano Access, the copy number data are plotted in the 

copy number track above the reference map and also in the Circos plot. Details about the CNV calls are listed in the 

Copy Number tab, where users could sort and filter the calls.  

1. cnv_rcmap_exp.txt contains per-label information. The format of this file is similar to the standard CMAP 

format, but with several additional columns, the definitions of which depend on which pipeline is run.  

  

                                          
1 Allele frequency (AF) is proportional to the fraction of chromosomes in a sample that carry a given events. 
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Column name Integer CN pipeline Fractional CN pipeline 

ScaledCoverage Sample coverage divided mean 
coverage for each chromosome 

Sample coverage divided by average 
control coverage 

NormalizedCoverage ScaledCoverage normalized by SVD Same as above (to maintain consistent 
format) 

CopyNumber Rounded copy number states Rounded copy number states 

fractionCopyNumber Smooth copy number states Fractional copy number states 

MeanCov NA Average coverage 

 
The fractionalCopyNumber and CopyNumber columns are the same as those in cnv_calls_exp.txt. 

ScaledCoverage and NormalizedCoverage are considered intermediate results (see Theory for detail). The CN-

related columns reflect local changes in the CN state. For human, the normal diploid CN state is 2. CN states of 

0 and 1 typically correspond to homozygous and heterozygous deletions, respectively. CN states of 3 and 

higher correspond to duplications. 

2. cnv_calls_exp.txt contains the start and end positions of copy number variant (CNV) calls (those whose CN 

states differ from baseline). The fractionalCopyNumber column contains the scaled and smoothed CN state for a 

given CNV call, and the CopyNumber column is rounded from fractionalCopyNumber. Confidence is defined 

differently for the two pipelines. For the integer CN pipeline, confidence refers to the probability of a CNV call as 

being a true call. For the fractional CN pipeline, confidence is 1 minus the probability of observing the mean 

coverage of a segment assuming that the segment had a baseline CN state. 

3. cnv_calls_exp_full.txt is output by the fractional CN pipeline. This file contains the calls from both the integer 

and fractional CN pipeline. An additional column named “Algorithm” denotes which pipeline a call is from. Calls 

from the fractional CN pipeline are denoted as “Region-based” while calls from the integer CN pipeline are 

denoted as “Label-based”. 

4. cnv_chrAneuploidy.txt contains per-chromosome aneuploidy calls. The fractChrLen column indicates the 

fraction of a given chromosome that was consistent with an aneuploidy event. The score column is the weighted 

probability of observing the segments in the aneuploidy event assuming the segments had baseline CN states.  

5. cnv.log contains information about the CN analysis run. There may be warning and error messages useful for 

troubleshooting purposes. 

Environment setup 

The pipeline was tested with R version 3.43. Required R packages include R.Utils (v2.6.0), diptest (v0.75), outlier 

(v0.14), data.table (v1.10.4), ggplot2 (v2.2.1), rbokeh (v0.5.0), intervals (v0.15), dplyr (v0.7), and stringr (v1.2.0). 
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Usage 

During the assembly, the python pipeline wrapper pipelineCL.py calls the R script CNV.R to perform CN analysis. 

The CN analysis module is run automatically against the Bionano-supplied control data contained in the 

“parameters” directory. The usage with Rare Variant Pipeline is similar.  

For example, the default assembly command line call is: 

/usr/bin/python pipelineCL.py  -l [assembly output dir] -t [assembly tool dir] -b  [.bnx] -a [optArg.xml] -r  
[reference.cmap] -y -U -T 240 -N 6 -j 180 -i 5 -f 0.15 -J 48 -c 1 -jp 180 

Additional parameters are available and can be added to the assembly command line call. For example, to adjust 

the “1 - Type I error rate” for outlier detection, add one argument to above example: 

--outliersProbability [float] 

If users wish to run CNV.R independently from the pipeline, the example command line as shown in run_default.sh 

is: 

Rscript CNV.R --args --cnvScriptsFolder [path containing CNV.R] --sampleName [string] --
sampleRcmap [r.cmap]  --sampleXmap [xmap] 

--controlsDir [dir]  

User-provided control data directory that contains r.cmap output from alignmolvref. We recommend using at least 10 

control datasets in total and at least 5 of each gender. This option automatically triggers calculation of new 

parameters and new confidence tables for hg19 and hg38. If the control data is from an unrecognized source (for 

example, non-human, generated from a different enzyme), the CN pipeline would output CNV calls without 

confidence scores. Please refer to Appendix on how to generate custom confidence tables. 

--controlRef [file]  

User-provided control data for the fractional copy number pipeline. This should be the output file generated from 

running the script generate_control_fractCNV.R (see Appendix). 

--parametersDir [dir] 

User-provided path to either store processed control data and confidence tables when –controlsDir is defined, or as 

a different parameter input directory from the default parameter directory. 

--resultsDir [dir] 

Path to output from the CN analysis pipeline. The default path is /contigs/alignmolvref/copynumber. 

--testingDir [dir]  

Path to simulated data used for recalculating the confidence tables. The default path is /testing_data in the CN 

analysis pipeline package. 
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--sampleRcmap [rcmap] 

Path to input r.cmap from the molecule-to-reference alignment. The default path is 

/contigs/alignmolvref/merge/alignmolvref_merge_r.cmap. 

--sampleXmap [xmap or dir]  

Path to input .xmap file(s) from the molecule-to-reference alignment. This can be the path to single xmap file that 

contains all the molecules-to-reference alignments, or a directory path to the “alignmolvref/merge” folder in de novo 

assembly or Rare Variant Pipeline. The CN pipeline would retrieve the relevant xmap files from the directory path. 

--sampleName [string] 

Sample name. The default is [exp].  

--cnvScriptsFolder [dir] 

Directory containing CNV.R, the main wrapper for the CN analysis pipeline. The default is 

/Pipeline/Analysis/cnv/cnv_svd_outliers_reference_08292017/. 

--componentsRemoved [string]  

Principal components derived from control coverage profiles to remove during normalization. The format is a:b 

where principle components a to b are removed, or a,b,c where principle components a, b, and c are removed. 

--controlSdCutoff [float]  

The upper threshold of scaled coverage standard deviation for selecting control datasets. 

--chrRemove [string]  

Chromosome ID in the CMapId column of r.cmap to exclude from the analysis. The format is the same as 

componentsRemoved. 

--sexChrType [string]  

The format is “xy”, “xo”, “zw”, or “uv”. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex-determination_system. 

--sexChr1 [integer]  

Chromosome ID in the CMapId column of r.cmap corresponding to the “x”, “z” or “u” chromosome. 

--sexChr2 [integer]  

Chromosome ID in the CMapId column of r.cmap corresponding to the “y”, “w” or “v” chromosome. For “o”, this is 

defined as NULL. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex-determination_system
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Theory 

Fractional CN pipeline 

The main steps of the fractional CN pipeline are: 
 

1. Normalization 

2. Segmentation 

3. Baseline estimation 

4. CNV detection and confidence score computation 

5. Chromosomal aneuploidy detection 

1. Normalization 

This pipeline takes advantage of control data to reduce variation unrelated to true CNV events in raw coverage data. 

The set of control samples that are used are assumed to have very few or no true large diseasing-causing CNV 

events. First, the coverage data is pooled from the control samples by summing the raw coverage at each label 

across the samples. The summed coverage at each label is then divided by the median coverage of all labels. This 

relative coverage accounts for the systematic bias in raw coverage data due to factors such as local label density 

patterns and repeat regions that may impact coverage, but is not directly related to true CNV events. For each query 

sample of interest, the raw coverage is normalized at each label by dividing it by the relative coverage estimated 

from the control samples. The normalized coverage data are used as input for segmentation in Step 2. An example 

illustrating the normalization step is shown in Figure 1. 

2. Segmentation 

Conceptually, the copy number (CN) state of a particular genomic region is proportional to the mean coverage of 

labels in that region. In order to detect complex CNV events with possibly multiple CN changes in the genome, a 

segmentation algorithm called Wild Binary Segmentation2 (WBS) is used to partition the genome into distinct 

segments. Each segment is inferred to have a statistically different mean coverage, and hence, a CN state that is 

different from its immediate neighboring segments in the genome. WBS is a recent extension to the traditional 

Binary Segmentation algorithm that has been used extensively to detect CNV events in array-CGH or next 

generation sequencing (NGS) data. WBS has been shown to have better sensitivity in detecting smaller changes 

when compared to conventional methods. After segmentation, a set of genomic intervals is returned, where each 

interval is inferred to have a different CN state compared to its immediate neighboring regions. An example of the 

segmentation procedure is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

                                          
2 Piotr Fryzlewicz. Wild binary segmentation for multiple change-point detection. Ann. Statist. Volume 42, Number 6 (2014), 
2243-2281. 
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Figure 1. Normalization of raw coverage data. a) The relative coverage of chr19 from the pooled control data is shown. The 
relative coverage in chr19 was consistently below one. This means that on average, fewer molecules mapped to chr19 compared 
to other chromosomes. There is also local fluctuation (e.g. beginning of the chromosome) in the coverage due to factors such as 
label density. The normalization procedure is designed to correct for such systematic biases in raw coverage data. b) 
Comparison of coverage data from an example query sample before and after normalization. After normalization, the overall 
coverage closer to the median coverage of the whole genome and local variation in the data is reduced. 

 
Figure 2. Segmentation of coverage profile. Genomic regions with the same CN states are assumed to have the same mean 
coverage with random local fluctuation around the mean. “Jumps” are expected when neighboring regions have different CN 
states. The segmentation procedure looks for such signature jumps and partitions the genome into non-overlapping intervals that 
are deemed to have different CN states. The figure shows example results from segmentation. The segment boundaries are 
marked by the vertical dashed lines. The solid blue line indicates the average coverage for a segment, and the black line shows 
the normalized coverage at each label along the genome.  
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3. Baseline estimation 

One is interested in detecting regions of the genome where the CN states deviate from the normal or baseline CN 

state. In human, the normal CN state is diploid (copy number of 2). However, unless external data such as those 

from karyotyping are available, the part of the genome that is diploid is not known a priori and could only be inferred 

from the data. Also, there is not enough information to infer absolute copy number states of a genome solely from 

coverage data. Here, the pipeline makes a simplifying assumption that for a genome of interest, the fraction of the 

genome with a normal CN state is larger than the fraction of the genome with abnormal CN states. It then estimates 

the mean coverage of the normal diploid state by computing the mode of the coverage of all labels. This is defined 

to be the baseline coverage for a genome, and it is used as the basis for calling genomic regions with abnormal CN 

states.  

Two examples of baseline estimation is illustrated in Figure 3. Sex chromosome are treated differently than 

autosomes. The pipeline first checks whether chrY is presented by determining if there is non-trivial molecule 

coverage along chrY. If chrY is deemed present, the baseline coverage for the sex chromosomes is adjusted to be 

half of that of the autosomes. Otherwise, the baseline coverage for chrX is assigned to be the same as autosomes. 

 
Figure 3. Baseline estimation. To estimate the baseline coverage, the distribution of the coverage data is analyzed, and the mode 
of the distribution is taken as the baseline coverage. a) The coverage distribution of a normal sample is shown. This sample is 
expected to have very few or no true CNV events; thus, the coverage data shows one single dominant distribution. The smaller 
distribution with the mode approximately half of that of the dominant distribution is the coverage distribution for sex chromosome, 
since this is a male sample. b) The coverage distribution for a cancer sample with complex CNV events is shown. The various 
peaks in the distribution correspond to known chromosome aneuploidy events in the sample. The mode of the overall distribution 
(i.e. the tallest peak) is defined to be the baseline coverage of the genome.  

4. CNV detection and confidence score computation 

Once a baseline is established, the pipeline can determine which genomic intervals from the segmentation step 

have abnormal CN states by checking if a particular genomic region has a mean coverage that is significantly higher 

or lower than the baseline. It expects that genomic regions with same CN states have the same mean coverage 

equal to the baseline coverage plus some small variation due to random and systematic fluctuation in the data. 

Conceptually, this variation decreases when the region of interest is larger or the regional coverage is higher. This 

means that changes can be detected with lower allelic frequencies by either increasing the coverage depth or 
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looking for CNV events that are larger in size. A statistical model of these sources of fluctuation was built and is 

used it to compute the probability a given genomic region having an observed mean coverage (and hence, a CN 

state) under the null hypothesis that is consistent with the baseline. Intuitively, the smaller this probability is (i.e. the 

chances of observing the mean coverage being very small when the CN state is diploid), there is higher confidence 

that this particular region has true CNV events. The probability is adjusted by accounting for multiple hypothesis 

testing. The confidence scores are computed as one minus the adjusted probability. Similar to Step 3, the pipeline 

first determines if chrY is present. If it is, the confidence scores for sex chromosomes are computed by assuming 

the baseline coverage is half of those of chromosomes.  

5. Whole-chromosome aneuploidy detection 

After calling potential CNV events, the pipeline performs an additional summary operation by grouping all the 

deletion or duplication events for each chromosome. If more than 80% of a chromosome has either lower or higher 

CN states than baseline, a whole-chromosome aneuploidy event would be reported in the output file with prefix 

“cnv_chrAneuploidy”. 

Integer CN pipeline 

The main steps of the integer CN pipeline are: 

1. Scaling 

2. Normalizing 

3. Outlier detection 

4. Smoothing 

5. Confidence score calculation 

1. Scaling 

In the scaling step, the per-label coverage is standardized: coverage at each label is divided by the average 

coverage of all autosomal labels and then multiplied by 2. The pipeline currently assumes that the input comes from 

a diploid genome; therefore, the scaled per-label coverage should be non-negative and should average at 2. 

2. Normalizing 

The objective of the normalizing step is to reduce the non-CNV related variance of the per-label-coverage, 

minimizing noise in the coverage profile. To partition that variance out of the total variance, a dimension reduction 

method is implemented. Features that contribute to the variance in the control coverage profiles (from non-diseased 

samples that have no known large CNV events) are extracted using singular vector decomposition (SVD). The 

variance attributed to noise (e.g. rare CNV events, coverage fluctuation around fragile sites (for nickase data), and 

segmental duplication and N-base regions, and random sampling error) accounts for a large portion of the total 

variance. Theoretically, they can be explained by the first k principle axes, which are removed during normalization 

by subtracting them out from the scaled coverage profile such that only the variance related to CNV events is 
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retained. 

Processed control data are stored in the “parameters” directory. Normalization for a given chromosome may be 

skipped if the query profile is deemed incompatible with the control data. This is sometimes observed when 

analyzing the sex chromosomes. 

3. Outlier detection 

Within the outlier detection step, there are two main sub-steps. First, a Hartigan’s dip statistics test for unimodality is 

applied to each chromosome to check if there is a large CN event up to 25% of the chromosome length. If so, the 

chromosome is split into segments, each with a separate baseline CN state. Then, a Chi-square test is perform for 

each label to determine if the coverage of a label is significantly different from the mean of all labels within the same 

segment. The default type I error rate for the Chi-square test is 0.05, corresponding to parameter [outlierProbability] 

0.95.  

4. Smoothing 

In the smoothing step, several methods are used together to smooth the normalized coverage profile, and generate 

the fractionalCopyNumber and CopyNumber columns.  

fractionalCopyNumber is generated by a “gentle” smoothing method. First, the normalized coverage is rounded up 

to integer CN. Next, all CN values within median CN ± 0.25 inside a segment are smoothed to median CN. Then, 

the coverage profile is smoothed by applying running median of window size of 11 labels. Lastly, within each 

segment, neighboring outlier labels of the same direction (for example, either elevation or depletion relative to the 

segment median) are clustered, and their values are replaced by the extreme value within that cluster.  

An “aggressive” smoothing method is applied to obtain CopyNumber. Neighboring segments with similar 

fractionalCopyNumber levels are merged together if 1) there are at least 55 labels in them, and 2) the lengths of the 

segments that have CN larger (or smaller) than the median CN are longer than 80% of the total size of all close by 

fractionalCopyNumber. Their values are replaced by the median of the cluster. CNV events are sometimes broken 

up into small segments; this step ensures that these small segments are merged. 

5. Confidence score calculation 

The Confidence column in CNV calls in cnv_calls_exp.txt comes from the confidence tables in 

/parameters/confidence_enzyme_alignmentType_reference.RData. Each confidence table contains positive 

predictive value (PPV) by CN state and by size, starting from 500 kbp based on simulations. CNV calls falling into 

the same size bin and the same CN state in the confidence table would be assigned the same confidence score of 

that bin. Typically, smaller and heterozygous CNV calls have lower confidence scores.  

The simulation was conducted like this: for each enzyme (Nt.BspQI, Nb.BssSI, or DLE-1), platform (Irys or Saphyr) 

and reference (hg19 or hg38) combination, two base control datasets were chosen from which CNV events were 
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simulated. Duplication and deletion events with CN states 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 were randomly simulated across the 

genome. The molecules overlapping with simulated CNV events were sampled according to the simulated CN 

states. Then, the sampled molecule set was aligned to the reference, and the alignment output was used as input to 

the CNV pipeline. CN calling performance was assessed, and PPV data were stored in the confidence tables. 

If the input r.cmap is from an unrecognized source, the user needs to provide custom control datasets as input. 

Confidence tables need to be manually generated as well; otherwise, there would be no confidence output in the 

cnv_calls_exp.txt file. 

Masking of high variance regions 

Based on analysis of DLE-1 control datasets, we defined regions of the genome that had unusually high variance in 

their relative coverage across control datasets. Relative coverage for each sample is defined as the raw coverage 

divided by the median coverage across the genome. These high variance regions are often concentrated around 

centromere and telomere regions, where molecule alignment can be unreliable. CNV calls overlapping with these 

regions (by at least 45% by length) are annotated as “_masked”; they are more likely to be false positive calls. The 

masks are available for both hg19 and hg38 and are automatically applied during the pipeline. They are also 

available as BED files for visualization in Bionano Access. It is possible that common, highly polymorphic regions 

are included in the masks. The masked calls are shown in the CN table in Access and can be manually inspected. 

Notes 

• Performance for sex chromosomes is not as well-understood; less control data was available for sex 

chromosomes. 

• For female samples, no CN calls on chromosome Y are output. 

• If there are no CNV calls, the CN table (cnv_calls_exp.txt) may be empty. 

• The pipeline has not been tested on non-human datasets. 

• The pipeline assumes that the query dataset is of sufficient quality relative to the control datasets that were used 

for normalization. 
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Appendix: pre-process custom control data 

Scripts for pre-processing custom control data are for advanced users to prepare their own control data for the CN 

pipeline. For example, custom control data are needed for non-human CNV detection, which the pipeline does not 

support by default. The scripts are located in the /preprocess directory under the main CN pipeline directory. The 

recommended sequence of use is in the table below: 

Step Objective Script name Input Output 

Simulation Simulate data for confidence 
table calculation and cross 
validation 

001_sim_wrapper.R autonoise and 
alignmolvref files 
from assembly 
pipeline 

Simulated 
templates 

Control 
samples 
preparation 

Filter based on input quality 
and generate eigenvectors by 
SVD 

002_control_wrapper.R Set of control 
data r.cmap 

Control RData 
file and 
eigenvector files 

Select control 
samples 

Select the best control 
datasets based on cross 
validation 

003_crossValidation.R  Performance by 
selection of 
control datasets 

(optional) Re-
generate 
control 
samples 

Re-process the control 
datasets based on results from 
previous step 

002_control_wrapper.R Set of control 
data r.cmap 

Control RData 
file and 
eigenvector files 

Determine 
principle 
components 
to use 

Find the best number of 
principle components to use 
based on cross validation 

004_componentsOptimi
zation.R 

 

 Performance by 
number of PC 

Generate 
confidence 
tables 

Use the PCs, eigenvectors 
and templates from previous 
steps to generate confidence 
tables 

002_control_wrapper.R  Confidence 
tables 

Generate 
control data 
for fractional 
CN pipeline 

Generate the necessary data 
for fractional CNV pipeline 
from control datasets 

generate_control_fractio
nalCNV.R 

A list of paths to 
alignmolvref 
output 

Processed 
control r.cmap 
file 

After pre-processing, users can use the output to update the default_param_table.txt, the eigenvector files and 

confidence tables under /parameters and /testing_data in the main CNV pipeline. 

Below details the input, output, and usage of each wrapper script. The usage of each script is stated in their top 

script lines. Here, we demonstrate general usage. Detailed explanations for each parameter are in the 

defaultParams section inside each program file. 
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001_simulation_wrapper.R 

This wrapper uses assembly pipeline files as input. It simulates CN events, downsamples the molecules in the 

corresponding regions, and runs autonoise and alignmolvref steps to form a new r.cmap containing coverage 

features that correspond to the simulated CN events. The templates and r.cmap are output to a testing_data/ 

directory. 

Input 

This wrapper requires an csv file pointing to the path of each input files. For example, 

inputs/simulation_dle1_saphyr_hg19_11092017.csv: 

filePath  sampleId  inputType fileType 

/saphyr_dle1_hg19/SAMPLE2/autoNoise1_rescaled.bnx  sample18  simulation  scaledbnx 

/saphyr_dle1_hg19/SAMPLE2/autoNoise1.errbin  sample18  simulation  errbin 

/saphyr_dle1_hg19/SAMPLE2/alignmolvref_merge.xmap  sample18  simulation  xmap 

/saphyr_dle1_hg19/SAMPLE2/alignmolvref_merge_r.cmap  sample18  simulation  rcmap 

If the first line is a raw bnx file, then the fileType should be replaced by “bnx”. Also, sampleId refers to the column 

name in the eigenVector.RData files generated by 002_control_wrapper.R. A wrong sampleId will lead to errors in 

subsequent step. 

Output 

1. testing_data/ containing raw_coverage.RData  templates.RData  templSignals.RData 

2. New alignmolvref r.cmap 

3. Intermediate bnx, moleculeID and copyNumberTemplate.RData based on the sampling strategy 

Usage 

The default assembly command line call is as below. For more parameters, please see the defaultParams section in 

001_sim_wrapper.R. 

Rscript 001_sim_wrapper.R --alignmentType [platform] --enzyme [enzyme] --reference [reference] --
simulationInput [.csv] --resultsDir [dir] --testingDir [dir] --outputFolderName [string] --nBaseFile [.bed] --
referenceCMAP [.cmap] --xml [optArg.xml] --refAligner [dir] --pipeline [dir] 

002_control_wrapper.R 

This wrapper filters the control datasets based on --controlSdCutoff value, which is the standard deviation of the 

scaled coverage across chromosomes. Once the sample selection is determined, it can also generate the 

confidence table using the testing_data files generated by 001_control_wrapper.R.  
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Input 

This wrapper requires a directory containing alignmolvref r.cmap of the control samples and a testing_data directory 

containing simulation output. 

Output 

1. control.RData, a matrix storing scaled control sample coverages 

2. eigenvectors.RData files 

3. confidence.RData files if --confidence option is used 

Usage 

Rscript 002_control_wrapper.R --controlsDir [dir] --enzyme [enzyme] --parametersDir [dir] --
outliersProbability [float] --componentsRemoved [1:max PC number] --selectControls --controlSdCutoff 
[float] --confidence --testingDir [dir] 

003_crossValidation.R 

This wrapper helps find the best control datasets to use. By default, it sorts the control datasets by the standard 

deviation of their scaled coverages across chromosomes and evaluates the performance from using the fewest 

samples to using all samples. The users can also use a random sampling strategy. In this cross validation, the 

number of components or principle axes (--componentsRemoved option) is fixed for different sampling. However, if 

the sample size was smaller than the specified number of components, then the number of components would be 

reduced to the sample size. 

Input 

This wrapper requires testing_data files from 001_sim_wrapper.R, and scaled coverage file control.RData from 

002_control_wrapper.R. In addition, it requires a file specifying the column header (control sample names) in 

control.RData to be included in the control sample selection, and the column header in 

testing_data/raw_coverage.RData (simulated sample names) to be included in the simulation sample selection. An 

example file is 004_componentsOptimization_input.R 

Output 

1. Performance data by sample size in table and pdf plot format 

2. Intermediate cnv_call and cnv_rcmap tables 

Usage 

Rscript 002_control_wrapper.R --controlsDir [dir] --enzyme [enzyme] --parametersDir [dir] --
outliersProbability [float] --componentsRemoved [1:max component number] --selectControls --
controlSdCutoff [float] --confidence --testingDir [dir] 
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004_componentsOptimization.R 

This wrapper helps optimize the number of components to remove. It tests the performance starting from 0 to n 

components by default, where n is the control sample size. The input and output files are similar to those for 

003_crossValidation.R, except that the performance table and plot are by number of components instead of sample 

size. 

Usage 

Rscript 004_componentsOptimization.R --testingDataDir [dir] --enzyme [enzyme] --alignmentType 
[platform] --reference [reference] --parametersDir [dir] --controlCoverageRData [.RData]  --resultsDir [dir] 
--nGenomesPerSample [integer] --componentsN [min component number : max component number] 

generate_control_fractCNV.R 

This wrapper script generates the necessary model parameter data from control samples for the fractional CN 

pipeline. It takes as input a file that contains a list of paths where each path is the output folder for the molecule-to-

reference alignment for each control sample. The path can be the “alignmolvref/merge” folder from the de novo 

assembly or Rare Variant Pipeline. Alternatively, if the user independently generated the molecule-to-reference 

alignment for the control samples, each output path in the list needs to contain one .xmap file and one r.cmap file for 

each control sample. The script generates a r.cmap file that can be used as input to the CN pipeline. Note the 

current fractional CN pipeline does not handle non-standard sex chromosome configurations for non-human 

samples. 

Usage 

Rscript generate_control_fractCNV.R   --path <input file > --output <output directory> 

 



                                                              
     

 
 

Technical Assistance 

For technical assistance, contact Bionano Genomics Technical Support. 

You can retrieve documentation on Bionano products, SDS's, certificates of analysis, frequently asked questions, 

and other related documents from the Support website or by request through e-mail and telephone. 

Type Contact 

Email support@bionanogenomics.com 

Phone Hours of Operation:  

Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., PST  

US: +1 (858) 888-7663 

Website www.bionanogenomics.com/support 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bionano Genomics, Inc. 
9540 Towne Centre Drive, Suite 100  
San Diego, CA 92121 
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